Recently it looks like Pope Francis of the Vatican has been trying to promote the reconciliation among all the religions in the world to be united as only one religion. I would like to support his idea here. I think that actually all the honest and considerate people on the surface of this globe have already had the same religion from the beginning of the human history that is they all have taken refuge or had faith in the power of ‘doing good’. Many of them have called this “to believe in God”. Then some idiotic people have regarded this personification of ‘doing good’ as the highest concrete divine entity and then some evil people have made use of those idiotic people and the rest of the society by exploiting this belief to promote monarchism, racism, imperialism or militarism for their own benefits. I think one way to stop all the people from being deceived for a long time by those evil people so that we have appeared to be considerably different concerning our religious beliefs is that we should stop using the phrase ‘to believe in God’ and use the phrase ‘to believe in Good’ (i.e. no greed, no arrogance, justice, equal basic human right, not taking advantage of others, charity, gentleness, preserving the natural environment, etc.) instead. And this belief may be counted as ‘the one world religion’ of all humanity from now on.

Please receive my bow.

One of your human fellows
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